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Abstract—Phasor models have been widely used in
short-circuit simulations, in which system operators verify the
behaviour of the grid over thousands of different contingencies.
However, it is still unclear if phasor models can still be used
in fault studies in modern or future power grids dominated by
renewable generation with power electronics and converters.
Therefore, this paper analyses the suitability of phasor models
to simulate short-circuit transients in grids with grid-following
(GFL) and grid-forming (GFM) voltage-source converters (VSC).
Phasor models of GFL and GFM were developed and tested in
two test systems, one with 50% of converters in the generation
mix and another powered 100% by converters. Asymmetrical
and symmetrical faults were applied at different points of the
systems and key variables were used to compare the phasor
models against EMT models during the transients. The results
showed that, despite neglecting transients in the grid, phasor
models could be used in a preliminary stage of short-circuit
studies as it was capable of tracking the steady-state value
of almost all variables analysed. In this case, detailed EMT
simulations, although necessary, would be used only at more
advanced stages of the studies.

Keywords—grid-following VSC, grid-forming VSC, phasor
model, short-circuit transients.

I. INTRODUCTION

SHORT-CIRCUIT studies are part of numerous simulations
performed by transmission system operators when

analysing power grids. In the past, when power systems were
composed mainly of rotating machines such as synchronous
generators (SGs), the boundary between electromagnetic
transients and electromechanical transients was very well
established and phasor models were largely used to simplify
and speed up simulations [1]. However, with the large
integration of renewable generation and extensive use of power
electronics, power system dynamic behaviour is becoming
progressively faster, requiring previous assumptions to be
revisited [2]. In this context, it is often unclear if phasor
models are still suitable for simulating faults in modern power
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grids or if detailed Electromagnetic Transient (EMT) models
are necessary in all cases.

The inclusion of new power converters in the grid
with different electrical and control structures such as
grid-following (GFL) and grid-forming (GFM) Voltage-Source
Converters (VSC) are fostering the proposal of new simulation
methods. One example is the co-simulation [3]–[5], where the
grid is often modelled in phasor or another low-frequency
equivalent model while the converter or power electronics
device is modelled in EMT. However, as modern power
grids have a high penetration of converters and power
electronics, the area of the grid modelled in EMT starts to
become as large as the area modelled in phasor, reducing
the benefits in terms of simulation speed. Other modelling
approaches aim to model more accurately the fast dynamics
of power electronics but keeping the computational cost
lower than in EMT. Some exampless are Dynamic Phasors
[6]–[8], Harmonic State-Space modelling [9]–[11], Harmonic
Phasor Domain [12] and frequency-dependent equivalents
[13]. Although these methods are promising, phasor and EMT
are still the main options for industry and system operators to
analyse short-circuit scenarios. Moreover, although important
recommendations and guidelines were recently available
[14]–[16], indicating that EMT models are imperative for such
converters, the suitability of phasor models for simulating
short-circuits in 100% converter-based grids still needs further
investigation.

Therefore, this paper presents GFL and GFM phasor models
that can be used to simulate renewable sources based on VSC
converters. It analyses the suitability of these phasor models to
simulate symmetrical and asymmetrical faults with GFL and
GFM converters.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
average EMT models for GFL and GFM. Section III
introduces VSC phasor models for GFL and GFM VSC.
Section IV presents the methodology to conduct the
comparative analysis. The results are shown in Section V
along with discussions. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in
Section VI.

II. VSC EMT MODELS

When performing short-circuit simulations, it is often not
important to consider the harmonic content generated by
the converter’s switching. In this case, it is useful to use
the converter average (AVG) model. The EMT AVG model



neglects the converter’s switching and considers that the VSC
output voltage is an amplified form of the modulation index
defined by the control [17]. Thus, the VSC electrical model on
the AC side is simply a controlled voltage source whose inputs
are the inner loop (current control) voltage references. In the
AVG model, the converter DC-side is electrically decoupled
from the AC side and its dynamics can be represented using
the power exchanged with the grid. However, in this study,
an ideal DC-side was considered and such dynamics were
neglected.

A. Grid-following (GFL)

The GFL VSC controls the current that is injected into the
grid. To achieve this behaviour it measures the grid voltage
(vg) and applies an internal voltage (vc) such that the current
defined by the control loops (ic) is achieved, as shown in
Fig. 1. Therefore, the GFL acts as a current source. The abc
voltages and currents are transformed to dq frame using the
Park transform, indicated as T (θ) in Fig. 1. The synchronized
θ used in the Park transform is obtained from the Phase-locked
Loop (PLL) aligned with vq such that vd = 0. In this study,
the conventional synchronous reference frame PLL (SRF-PLL)
and tuning described in [18] was used.

The GFL control was modelled using a well-known
structure composed of an inner loop and an outer loop.
The inner loop controls the output current (both positive
and negative sequence) in the qd frame using the double
synchronous reference frame (DSRF) [19]. The outer loop
controls active and reactive powers. PI controllers are used
in both loops. In this study the inner-loop PI controller gains
were tuned using the internal model control approach [20]
while the outer-loop PI controllers were tuned according to
the modulus optimum criteria [21]. The current limit (Imax in
Fig. 1) was set to 1.2 p.u.
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Fig. 1. GFL VSC EMT average model.

As the DSRF allows controlling both positive and negative
sequence currents, a sequence extraction technique is required.
In this study, the Delayed Signal Cancellation (DSC) method
[22] was used. The PLL was aligned with the positive

sequence voltage (vq+g ). The positive sequence currents idqc
were defined by the outer loop but the negative sequence
currents could be controlled with different objectives. Thus,
the defined setpoint was to inject zero negative sequence
currents iq−⋆

c = 0 and id−⋆
c = 0.

B. Grid-forming (GFM)

The main difference between the GFM VSC and the GFL
is that the GFM acts as a voltage source, imposing its own
angle and voltage magnitude, without the need for a PLL.
Therefore, the GFM does not need an external grid to operate.
Several control schemes were proposed for GFMs, such as
droop-based control [23], [24], virtual oscillator control [25],
matching control [26], virtual synchronous machine control
[27], [28], among others [29], [30]. In this study, the cascaded
voltage control and droop synchronization method was used,
similar to the one used in [31]. In this scheme, the VSC
controls the voltage vs of its filter capacitor (Fig. 2) and the
frequency is defined by the active power droop. In Fig. 2 LPF
means low-pass filter, ωn and Vn are the nominal frequency
and voltage, respectively.

The DSRF was also used in the GFM, allowing controlling
both positive and negative sequence voltages. The positive
sequence voltage (vq+s ) was defined to be 1 p.u and the
negative sequence voltage references were defined as zero
vq−⋆
s = 0 and vd−⋆

s = 0. By doing this, the GFM was able to
compensate unbalances in the grid voltages. Although this is
not aligned with actual standards and grid codes, this strategy
was chosen for the purpose of promoting further research
in the best practices related to fault-ride through, as also
performed by other works [32].
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Fig. 2. GFM VSC EMT average model.

The virtual inertia (active power filter time constant) was
chosen as 20 ms, allowing fast synchronization between
multiple converters.

The limits for positive (Imax,pos) and negative (Imax,neg)
sequence currents were defined dynamically, respecting a
maximum current Imax of 1.15 pu. In this strategy, static
limits are defined for one sequence (positive or negative),



and the remaining capacity is dynamically defined for
the other sequence, such that their sum never exceeds
Imax [33]. Different prioritizations can be chosen, such
as voltage magnitude prioritization (injection of positive
sequence currents) or voltage balance prioritization (injection
of negative sequence currents) [34]. In this paper voltage
balance prioritization was used. Thus, the priority was to inject
reactive negative sequence current id− during the fault.

III. VSC PHASOR MODELS

In phasor simulation, the grid differential equations defining
the system electromagnetic transients are substituted by
algebraic equations of the form V = ZI, where V and I
are the complex-valued vectors of node voltages and current
injections, and Z is the impedance matrix.

Because of this simplification, larger simulation time steps
can be used and the simulation speed can be greatly
increased. This is especially interesting when simulating
several cases in large networks. However, as electromagnetic
transients are neglected in phasor models, their suitability
needs to be carefully evaluated as the simulations can provide
overestimated or underestimated values.

As phasor simulation is used mainly to simplify simulations,
several approximations can be performed in the VSC control
system to allow using larger simulation time steps. In this
study, the VSCs were represented as current sources with
magnitude and angle defined by the control system and the
VSC inner control was completely removed. Therefore, the
outer loop needs to be readjusted to keep the total control
closed-loop time constant equal to the original closed-loop
time constant, as shown in [35].

As in phasor simulation the voltage measurements are
complex numbers, the phase is readily available and no PLL
is needed when simulating GFL. Hence, to have v+d = 0
as in EMT, is only necessary to take the angle (θ) of the
grid positive sequence voltage and rotate the voltages and
currents in the abc frame with respect to this angle. Then,
after the rotation, the q axis becomes the real part of the
complex variable and the d axis the imaginary part, or vice
versa depending on the convention used. Positive and negative
sequences are calculated using Fortescue’s theorem. This also
neglects the dynamics related to the sequence extraction in
EMT, performed by filtering or by DSC. The phasor model of
the GFL VSC is shown in Fig. 3.

To develop the phasor model of the GFM, a similar
approach as the one used in GFL The same approach was
used for developing the phasor model of the GFM. The current
controller was neglected and the current reference (iqd⋆s )
defined by the voltage controller was directly transformed
to the abc frame and sent to current sources. Other phasor
models are also possible, considering for example the current
controller as a first-order transfer function or even the whole
loop with its PI controllers. The more detailed the control is,
the smaller the time step required to simulate the model.

Differently from the GFL, the GFM does not align with the
grid angle by measuring it from a PLL but defines its own
angle. Therefore, the angle (θ) used in the rotation to the qd
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Fig. 3. GFL VSC phasor model.

frame is calculated as the integral of the difference between
frequency ω defined by the synchronization loop and the base
frequency of the phasor simulation (50 Hz in this case). The
phasor model of the GFM VSC is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. GFM VSC phasor model.

IV. METHODOLOGY

To assess the suitability of phasor models of GFL and GFM
VSCs for short-circuit simulations, different fault cases were
performed in two test systems. The first system is shown in
Fig. 5. It was composed of both SGs and GFL converters,
with a share of 50% in the generation. The second system is
shown in Fig. 6. It was composed only of converters, with a
share of 50% GFM and 50% GFL. The transmission system
was a modified version of scenario 3 in [36]. Both systems
were simulated in Simulink using a fixed-time step (10 µs in
EMT and 100 µs in phasor) and the Euler solver (algorithm
ode1 in Matlab). The system parameters are summarized in



the Appendix. In the tests, the GFM reactive droop was not
activated, thus v⋆q = Vn and v⋆d = 0.
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Fig. 5. Test system 1 - grid with SGs and converters.
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The simulated cases were:
1) Case 1: 10Ω AG fault at B10 of test system 1.
2) Case 2: 1Ω three-phase fault at B1 of test system 1.
3) Case 3: 10Ω AG fault at B10 of test system 2.
4) Case 4: 1Ω three-phase fault at B1 of test system 2.
The duration of all fault cases was 200 ms. These cases

represent symmetrical and asymmetrical faults at different
locations of the system.

V. RESULTS

The results for each test case are discussed in this section.
Due to the large amount of variables generated in the
simulations, a selection of key variables of the converters
closer to the faults were shown. The variables of GFL
converters are discussed in the first test system and the
variables of GFM converters are discussed in the second test
system.

A. Test system 1 - Grid with SGs and converters

1) Case 1: single-phase fault at B10. The results for this
case are shown in Fig. 7. As can be observed in Fig. 7, the

phasor models could track the abc and dq voltages and currents
with a good accuracy despite minor deviations. However, as
the phasor model neglects electrical dynamics and does not
include PLL, fast transients associated with the fault are not
represented in this model. As an example, the oscillatory
behaviour of the negative sequence controllers (Fig. 7e and
Fig. 7f) due to the non-ideal performance of positive and
negative sequence separation are neglected in phasor, because
extracting the sequence components in phasor is directly done
using Fortescue’s theorem.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Fig. 7. Case 1 a) B10 voltage b) B10 current c) G4 vqdg positive sequence
d) G4 iqdc positive sequence e) G4 vqdg negative sequence f) G4 iqdc negative
sequence.

2) Case 2: three-phase fault at B1. The results for this case
are shown in Fig. 8. As can be observed in Fig. 8, the fault
dramatically reduced the voltage. This voltage drop negatively



influenced the GFL converter’s PLLs. As a simple PLL was
used in this cases, when the voltage dropped to a very low
level the PLL could no track the grid voltage angle correctly.
As this angle is used to calculate both positive and negative
sequence currents and voltages in the dq frame, the converter
was not able to correctly control the negative sequence currents
to zero (although the fault was symmetrical), as shown in
Fig. 8e and Fig. 8f. Moreover, due to the loss of synchronism,
the output current exceeded the maximum value despite the
current references being limited to Imax. Due to this wrong
operation of the PLL, the differences between phasor and EMT
were more pronounced in this case. Moreover, as in phasor
the angle is obtained by the arctan of the division between
the imaginary and real part of the voltage, when the voltage
was low, the oscillations in the rest of the system affected
the division more and subsequently the angle used in the dq
components, as can be seen in Fig. 8c and Fig. 8d. Despite
these deviations, the phasor was able to track the abc voltages
and currents after the initial transient, as can be observed in
Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b.

B. 100% converter-based grid

In the second test system all SGs were substituted by GFM
converters with fast control, low virtual inertia and limited
overloading capability. The power flow was kept the same
when substituting the SG by GFM converters. Also, the GFM
converters were programmed to reduce negative sequence
voltages during the fault by injecting negative sequence
currents. The objective was not to follow a specific grid code,
but to verify if the phasor models can track the negative
sequence current injection performed in EMT.

1) Case 3: single-phase fault at B10. The results for this
case are shown in Fig. 9. The phasor model was able to
track the grid voltages and currents, as can be observed in
Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b. However, more pronounced deviations
could be observed in the GFM converter internal voltages
and currents in the dq frame, both during and after the fault
(Fig. 9c and Fig. 9d). Although the converter was injecting
reactive negative sequence current (id−) to reduce the negative
sequence voltage, the required current to totally compensate
for the voltage unbalance was higher than the converter limits.
Thus, because of this limitation in the current, the internal
voltage unbalance was mitigated, but not eliminated, as can
be observed in Fig. 9e and Fig. 9f. Fig. 9e and Fig. 9f also
show that the phasor model of the GFM could fairly track
the magnitude of the three-phase voltages and currents even
during an asymmetrical fault. This feature cannot be observed
in phasor models based on positive sequence only, commonly
used in commercial tools. This highlights the need to include
also negative sequence modelling in such platforms.

2) Case 4: three-phase fault at B1. The results for this case
are shown in Fig. 10. For this case, the phasor model tracked
correctly all variables during the fault, although presenting
larger deviations after the fault is removed. At the beginning
of the fault, the converter injects a higher current due to the
combined effect of the energy stored in the filter capacitor
and the controller objective to keep its voltage close to the
nominal value (Fig. 10c and Fig. 10f). The phasor model
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c)

d)

e)

f)

Fig. 8. Case 2 a) B1 voltage b) B1 current c) G9 vqdg positive sequence d)
G9 iqdc positive sequence e) G9 vqdg negative sequence f) G9 iqdc negative
sequence.

was able to track the control but did not represent the initial
transient spike given by the capacitor discharge. It did not also
show the transient in the negative sequence currents. After
the fault is removed, a large transient occurred in the grid as
the converters were synchronizing again. This effect was not
correctly tracked by the phasor model. These results highlight
the contribution of the converter filter in its transient response.
Such electrical transients are not related to the control strategy,
are not considered in the phasor model and can play an
important role in the analysis depending on the type of study
being performed.

In general, the major causes of difference between the EMT
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Fig. 9. Case 3 a) B10 voltage b) B10 current c) G10 iqdc positive sequence
d) G10 iqdc negative sequence e) G10 vabcs f) G10 iabcc .

and phasor models of GFL and GFM converters in this study
were the PLL, the sequence (positive and negative) calculation
technique and the filter transients.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper analysed EMT and phasor models of GFL
and GFM converters currently used to simulate renewable
sources in grid integration studies. The suitability of phasor
models for simulating short-circuit transients in modern
power grids was analysed based on a comparative study
against EMT models. We addressed a gap related to the

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Fig. 10. Case 4 a) B1 voltage b) B1 current c) G2 iqdc positive sequence d)
G2 iqdc negative sequence e) G2 vabcs f) G2 iabcc .

suitability of phasor models for short-circuit studies in modern
power grids, with a high penetration of converters or even
fully powered by converter-interfaced generation. In such
scenarios, the boundary between electromagnetic transients
and electromechanical transients overlap and a careful analysis
is required before using phasor models.

From the tests performed it could be observed that,
depending on the variables being observed in the simulation,
the phasor models can still be used in several scenarios.
Although the PLL and its interactions with the grid transients
are not represented in phasor models, almost all variables



could be tracked with minor errors after the initial transient
in the first test system. However, for extreme cases of large
transients and deep voltage sags, the phasor model presented
higher deviations. Also, as the phasor models do not model
the PLL, it can be too optimistic in cases where the PLL loses
synchronism with the grid, which is correctly captured in EMT
simulations. When the grid was fully powered by converters,
the dynamics were faster and the phasor model deviated
more from the EMT. However, despite losing fast transients
and high-frequency converter interactions, phasor models
could still be used in preliminary studies involving large
grids, as they model the average behaviour of the converters
with reasonable accuracy. The suitability of phasor models
for simulating specific phenomena such as sub-synchronous
resonance or very weak grids need to be analysed more
in-depth in future studies.

As the interest of industry and transmission system
operators increases in simulating modern power grids with
GFL and GFM converters, the analysis provided contribute
to the discussion about suitable models of converters. As
numerous short-circuit simulations are typically required, the
use of phasor models allows simulating power grids much
faster than in EMT. Thus they are useful at preliminary
stages of the studies. In more advanced stages, detailed EMT
simulations of selected cases are still required to analyse
transients and higher frequency dynamics precisely.

VII. APPENDIX

The parameters of SGs, GFL and GFM converters were
summarized in Tables I, II and III, respectively. The
transmission lines were all 220 kV with the following
parameters at 50 Hz: R1 = 0.0686Ω/km, R0 = 0.3936Ω/km,
L1 = 1.28mH/km, L0 = 3.68mH/km, C1 = 9.16 nF/km and
C0= 6.58 nF/km.

TABLE I
SYNCHRONOUS GENERATORS PARAMETERS.

Parameter G2, G10 G7 G3, G14

Vn (kV) 22.0 22.0 22.0
Xd (pu) 2.20 1.25 1.667
Xq (pu) 2.00 1.00 1.125
X′

d (pu) 0.30 0.333 0.25
X′′

d (pu) 0.20 0.292 0.233
X′

q (pu) 0.40 - -
X′′

q (pu) 0.20 0.292 0.225
Xl (pu) 0.15 0.15 0.15
Rs (pu) 0.01 0.01 0.01
T ′
do (s) 7.0 5.00 6.00

T ′′
do (s) 0.05 0.002 0.002

T ′
qo (s) 1.5 - -

T ′′
qo (s) 0.05 0.002 0.002

H (s) 4.5 6.0 5.0
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TABLE II
GFL CONVERTERS PARAMETERS.

Parameter G4, G5, G6, G8, G9, G12

Converter-side voltage Vn (kV) 22
Transformer leakage reactance X (pu) 0.15
PLL bandwidth (rad/s) 2π80
Current control bandwidth (rad/s) 2π135
Power control bandwidth (rad/s) 2π13.5
LVRT vmax (s) 0.9
LVRT power at vmax (s) 0.9
LVRT vmin (s) 0.5

TABLE III
GFM CONVERTERS PARAMETERS.

Parameter G2,G3 G7 G10,G14

Converter-side voltage Vn (kV) 22 22 22
Current control bandwidth (rad/s) 2π159 2π159 2π159
Voltage control bandwidth (rad/s) 2π18 2π18 2π18
Active power droop kdroop (%) 3 1 5
Filter inductance Lf (p.u) 0.2 0.2 0.2
Transformer reactance Lc (pu) 0.15 0.15 0.15
Filter resistance Rf (p.u) 0.01 0.01 0.01
Filter capacitance C (p.u) 0.15 0.15 0.15
Filter damping Rcap (p.u) 0.22 0.22 0.22
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